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Greening South Boston: A green infrastructure strategy
Executive Summary
South Boston has a population of 8,000 people located in southern Virginia along the historic Dan River. In
addition to its many parks and green spaces, South Boston has a rich history centering on its Revolutionary War
heritage as well as its historic role as a major regional tobacco producer. This history is reflected in sites such as
Berry Hill Mansion which contains the largest known slave cemetery in Virginia and the recently-restored tobacco
prizery. Additionally, South Boston’s parks and green spaces, as well as its location along the Dan River provide
abundant opportunities for outdoor recreation. These historic and cultural assets can be harnessed to provide
new opportunities for the town to grow and thrive.
This report includes maps and strategies to help South Boston harness the ecological and economic benefits
afforded by its extensive urban forest and its location along the Dan River. South Boston faces a number of
economic challenges resulting from population loss as well as the decline in manufacturing that affected much of
the country in the late 20th and early 21st century. In the 1960s, the tobacco industry in Southside Virginia began
to decline. This was accompanied by the relocation of retail businesses from the downtown core of South Boston
to the suburban periphery of the town (Comprehensive Plan 2030). These factors – the decline of manufacturing
and tobacco along with suburban development – have contributed greatly to the disinvestment and lack of jobs
that challenge South Boston today. Since 2000, the population of the town has declined by 5.9% and the town’s
median income is $31,837 (City Census Data).
One way to address some of these challenges is to rebrand the town as green and clean and by protecting and
expanding the natural assets of South Boston. This plan catalogues the highest value natural assets of South
Boston so that they can be conserved and restored in order to promote livability, connectivity, and economic
vitality within the town. There are a number of reasons why greening a community is linked to economic vitality.
Businesses looking for relocation opportunities place a premium on the green of the local environment
(Crompton, Love, and Moore 1997).
There are three primary goals for the town. Associated objectives and strategies are at the end of this report. The
maps in this report were created prior to annexation of land near Berry Hill and will be updated in the future.
Goal A Urban Forest and Environment: Maintain the town’s tree canopy of 56.7 percent citywide by planting
replacement trees today and avoiding excessive tree clearing.
Goal B Recreation: Promote access to trails, parks and open spaces to increase fitness and enjoyment of nature.
Goal C Heritage and Culture: Expand access to and interpretation of South Boston’s heritage to attract more
tourists and provide awareness for all citizens.
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Introduction
This plan describes the Green Infrastructure assets of the
Town of South Boston. The study entailed mapping and
cataloguing the town’s highest value natural assets and
developing strategies to conserve or restore them. A
committee of town leaders, staff from the Planning
District and the Green Infrastructure Center (GIC) led the
effort to map the town’s natural assets. Natural assets
include trees, water, soils, trails, parks, open space
habitat, and connecting landscapes. These natural
features are ‘assets’ because they help keep the town
cleaner, cooler, and more attractive. They also provide
recreation, absorb and filter stormwater, and support
Sculptor Bob Cage created whimsical scenes at his nearby farm
native species of birds, bees, and butterflies, as well as
vibrant businesses, tourism, and residential districts. These natural assets are green infrastructure because they
are also part of the ‘infrastructure’ that supports a vibrant, healthy town. This plan also highlights significant
cultural sites, such as the Tobacco Heritage Trail or historic districts that depend on the landscape of large trees
for their interpretation or protection.
Why Do We Need to Study and Map Natural Assets?
Just as the town plan for sidewalks or streetlights, it also need to plan to support the town’s trees, trails, creeks,
lakes, wetlands and other open spaces. To take good care of these assets, their extent and condition should be
documented. The town also needs to know whether action is needed to restore or protect them. This study
created a map of green infrastructure as well as the largest areas of natural landscapes. It also includes the
connections for trails and possible trails across the town to determine how well connected are these landscapes.
A well-connected landscape is healthier as it facilitates movement of people, pollinators, birds, butterflies, and
other mammals and offers opportunities for recreation.

How This Plan Was Created:
In fall 2015, the Southside Planning District Commission partnered with the Virginia Department of Forestry and
the Green Infrastructure Center (GIC) to create the green infrastructure study for the town in support of South
Boston’s vision of being a center of economic, educational, and cultural life in Southside Virginia (Comprehensive
Plan 2030). The GIC assisted South Boston in developing data and maps for the study. To learn more about GIC
visit www.gicinc.org. Town leaders guided the project. They developed the project goals and reviewed maps and
data utilized to inform the report.

What is Green Infrastructure?
Green Infrastructure is a term that was coined in 1994 in Florida to explain to the governor that nature is part of
our ‘infrastructure’ because it also supports our existence. Many other states have since developed models
showing their best habitats, including Virginia’s model called the Natural Landscape Assessment. Within towns
and cities, additional analysis is needed to show finer-grained details of land use, as well as potential impacts and
opportunities to re-green urban areas. Additional analysis in these areas helps determine how to improve urban
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health for people, birds, and native wildlife. For example,
smaller patches of trees in a city are key patches of habitat
for urban areas and provide shade and clean the air.
This report focuses primarily on South Boston’s landscapescale green infrastructure – its natural assets such as trees,
parks, streams and wetlands. The key is to protect as much
of the natural landscape as possible and to restore it where it
has been lost. For already developed areas in town, smallerscale best management practices can be used to retrofit
green areas with stormwater treatment to mitigate impacts
from the already constructed landscape. In short, focus first
on conservation, then restoration and lastly, mitigation to
offset unavoidable impacts.
This report is divided into three main categories; Trees and
Habitats, Water, Recreation, and Heritage and Culture. Each
of these topic areas affects the condition and vitality of the
town of South Boston. A healthful environment supports the
health of residents and visitors alike and affects South
Boston’s economic and social vitality too. These topics are all
interrelated; for example, an environment that is rich in
native flora and fauna is more likely to attract potential
residents who place a high value on recreational
opportunities. Similarly, towns that recognize the value of
historic buildings and sites are likely to attract heritage
tourism, which in turn supports the local economy. By
addressing each topic, South Boston can focus on specific
strategies that supports its vision of being a center of
economic, educational, and cultural life in Southside Virginia
(Comprehensive Plan 2030). Following a description of each
focal area are strategies developed by the committee to help
advance the need to better protect, enhance, or restore that
resource.

Forests along the Dan River

Slave dwelling ruins at Berry Hill Resort

Trees and Urban Habitats
In urban areas, landscapes are evaluated at smaller scales and even small patches of green space become
important to consider as they make a large cumulative difference. Smaller urban spaces, such as linear stream
valleys, or even pocket parks, contribute to the connected green landscape. When evaluating the ecological
health of an urban area, urban tree canopy is a key green asset.
Cities and towns are beginning to recognize the importance of their urban trees because they provide
tremendous dividends. For example, town trees are a strategic way to reduce excess stormwater runoff and
flooding. Studies have shown that urban canopy can reduce a town’s stormwater runoff by anywhere from two to
seven percent (Fazio 2010). During a rainfall event of one inch, one acre of forest will release 750 gallons of
runoff, while a parking lot will release 27,000 gallons; 36 times more runoff (Cotrone).
5

By helping to retain stormwater and reducing stream flows during heavy rain events, trees can reduce flooding.
Trees also clean runoff water by filtering pollutants through their roots. In addition, when trees are placed in
buffers alongside a creek or stream, they can filter nutrients resulting from crop and lawn fertilization. Trees
located in urban areas can also mitigate the urban heat island effect by preventing the sun’s rays from reaching
surfaces such as asphalt that retain heat.
Trees also lead to strong economies and vibrant communities. People shop longer and spend 12 percent more in
tree-lined shopping districts, so trees in commercial areas help pay for themselves and support revenues (Wolf
1999). Both residential and commercial property values increase and commercial spaces rent faster when mature
trees are present. Winter heating bills can be reduced when trees are placed strategically alongside buildings to
provide a buffer from wind (Brodbeck and Jean-Philippe 2015). Additionally, houses located in areas with an
extensive tree canopy are typically worth 3-6% more than houses that are located in areas without significant tree
cover (Wolf 1999). Furthermore, houses that are located within 1,500 feet of a park are typically valued at $8452,262 (2000 dollars) more than houses that are located farther away from parks. The larger the park, the more
significant the property value increase (Active Living Research 2010). This means a higher tax base for the town
that invests in parks.
There is one other compelling fiscal reason for planning the conservation of natural assets as part of a green
infrastructure strategy: avoiding costly natural disasters. By including the natural landscape as part of
infrastructure planning, it is possible to reduce the threat of extensive flooding by identifying and protecting
floodplains, allowing for natural drainage and avoiding building in hazard locales.
The Town of South Boston has a total tree canopy coverage of 56.7 percent.
The South Boston Historic District has a total tree canopy coverage of 39
percent. The downtown area and the northern section of town along the
Route 501 corridor have the least coverage while the western section of
town is less developed and has greater coverage. Although it is typical for
cities to have uneven distribution of canopy, this points out the importance
of having different strategies for different areas.
In addition, South Boston has done a good job of managing its tree
Wide planting grates in town give room to grow
planting to accommodate the future growth of its trees. The town
has installed metal grates which encourage rainfall reach the tree where it can be filtered and retained to prevent
flooding and runoff. South Boston has designed these grates to give the trees abundant room to expand in future
decades. Although South Boston has invested in good planting practices downtown, there are still streets which
lack sufficient tree cover and which would benefit from more trees.
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Tree canopy is lower in the downtown and commercial districts. It will need to be replanted over the coming
decades. Historic and older neighborhoods will also need to plant new trees to ensure canopy is maintained in the
future.
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Canopy varies across town as shown
above.
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South Boston’s tree canopy is unusually high for
a developed area. However, a substantial
portion of the tree canopy is located in historic
residential neighborhoods where most of the
trees are older and are reaching the end of their
lifespan. This means that in order to maintain its
large tree canopy, South Boston needs to also
plant new trees so that the canopy is not
depleted when these older trees die.
An urban tree canopy (UTC) does not constitute
a forest per se, but taken town-wide, can serve a
vital role in keeping built-up areas cool, along
with many other benefits. Towns such as South
Boston must manage their urban stormwater
and make improvements in preventing excess
This well treed street provides shade and clear air for town residents.
room to grow
stormwater runoff in order to comply with
requirements of its Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System Permit (MS4) and to prevent surface waters from
becoming impaired or declining further.
Even one tree can play an important role in stormwater
management. For example, estimates for the amount of
water a typical street tree can intercept in its crown
range from 760 gallons to 4000 gallons per year,
depending on the species and age. Taken town-wide,
the trees within South Boston provide an annual
stormwater interception of 550 million gallons (the
amount of rainfall that is stored in the tree’s canopy
after a storm event). In addition, by helping to retain
stormwater and reduce stream flows during heavy rain
events, trees can help ensure that stream flow is
maintained during droughts.
Forests can also lower the temperature of the
surrounding area by preventing the sun’s rays from
reaching large paved surfaces, such as roads and parking
lots that absorb heat. This reduction in temperature can
also prevent ozone formation (Nowak 2002).
Additionally, trees can reduce energy costs by blocking
winds from penetrating the building during the winter
and by providing shade for the building during the
summer (Nowak 2002).
Finally, forests play an important role in removing
pollutants from the air by drawing in particulate matter
through their leaf stomata (Nowak 2002). These

This new town street tree has an adequate planting bed to grow
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pollutants include Sulfur Dioxide (SO2), Ozone (O3), Nitrogen
Oxides (NOx), and particulates (Urban Forestry Network). Another
study found that the trees in a typical urban park can remove over
150 pounds of pollutants per year. One of the most important
pollutants that trees eliminate from the atmosphere is CO2. CO2
traps heat and contributes to global warming. When trees
undergo photosynthesis, they sequester CO2 and absorb it into
their plant structure. They release oxygen into the atmosphere as
a byproduct of this process. For this reason, trees are often
referred to as “carbon sinks” (Urban Forestry Network).
When trees are not present, distances are perceived to be longer
and destinations farther away, making people less inclined to walk
than if streets and walkways are well-treed (Wolf 2008).
Unattractive areas disincentivize economic development and lead
to feelings of insecurity and fear of crime. Businesses often
depend on pedestrian traffic to get new customers, so the more
walkers there are, the more likely an attractive street front store
display will be able to lure new shoppers. People shop longer and
spend 12 percent more in tree-lined shopping districts, so trees in
commercial areas help pay for themselves and support town
revenues (Wolf 2008)

This house is well protected by an impressive oak.

In addition to lack of replacement tree plantings, land conversion is the greatest threat to tree loss. Even when
already developed areas are redeveloped, trees are often removed and not replanted. Even if no land conversions
occur, failure to replant trees as they age and die will lead to canopy loss over time. Trees planted poorly (wrong
site), not well managed (inadequate care), or planted inappropriately (wrong tree for the site or climate) can also
lead to tree canopy losses.
In urban environments, many trees do not survive to their full potential life span. Factors such as lack of watering
or insufficient soil volume stunt growth and reduce the lifespan of urban trees. For every 100 street trees planted,
only 50 will survive 13-20 years (Roman 2014). Survival rates vary greatly due to differences in planting
conditions, species and other factors, such as susceptibility to storms. This means that when planting new trees,
the town should plant more than are necessary to account for future mortality. In addition, it is important to
recognize that an older, well-treed neighborhood of today may not have good coverage in the future unless more
young trees – the next generation – are planted today.
Urban trees especially should be selected for the right conditions, such as for tolerance to drought or pollution. If
they are planted in raingardens or along streams, they should be able to thrive under periodic saturation. Also,
trees should not be planted under power lines, in places where their roots will interfere with underground utilities
(there are tools and materials to reduce this likelihood), or where they will push up sidewalks and cause danger to
pedestrians or traffic. Large canopy trees will do best in open areas, whereas smaller-spreading trees can often
thrive in tight spaces.
The simple rule is right tree, right place. This can be modeled in GIS to hypothesize how many trees might be
fitted into an urban landscape. In the Town of South Boston, the Possible Planting Area (PPA) map shows areas
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where more trees can be added as well as the best and worst treed streets. This can be used to guide future tree
planting and care.
A PPA map estimates areas that are feasible to plant trees – it is not a suitability map. For example, a wide
sidewalk may be initially identified as a feasible place to plant a tree, but may not turn out to be suitable if there
are low power lines or an abundance of underground utilities. Thus, any PPA still needs to be field checked and
compared against unseen barriers, such as underground utilities, and town development plans. For example, you
might not want to plant trees alongside an avenue that is due to be widened.

Habitat Patches
Taken together, clusters of trees along with other native vegetation such as shrubs, native grasses, and flowers
provide important habitats for wildlife. Even in a town, smaller habitats add up and provide myriad benefits for
salamanders, birds, pollinators, and other beneficial insects. While some people in cities fear that more habitat
equates to more snakes, they often forget that snakes eat rats. The benign black snake is not harmful to people,
but it can significantly reduce or eliminate vermin which carry diseases.
Patches of vegetation also add up to provide habitat for pollinators – which we need to protect
our food supply! Farmers markets and residents’ backyard vegetable gardens would not be
possible without bees. Wild bees (not raised commercially) are less susceptible to disease and
can travel to more areas so it’s important to support their needs. Since everyone likes (and
needs) to eat fresh, local food, protecting local pollinator habitat is something everyone can
support! Smaller habitat patches within urban areas also provide stepping stones for both
pollinators and birds to allowing animals and birds to move and forage while being protected.
In addition to meeting local concerns, South Boston is in the path of a major Monarch Butterfly migration (in
addition to other species). Even areas within the Town of South Boston contribute to habitat for butterflies and
other pollinators. The Monarch Butterfly has declined to historically low levels and recently fell 30% below the
long-term average. Although there are several causes for this decline, the chief cause is habitat loss, especially
along the Monarch’s migration route.
Habitat patches in towns all add up. A cluster of trees is better than individual trees, as habitat patches provide
more benefits than isolated trees. As South Boston grows, develops, and redevelops, the tree canopy map
provides a greenprint of connections that should be maintained, restored or expanded.

Water
Water supports our very existence for drinking, bathing, fishing, and irrigating crops. It also provides recreation
and natural beauty. For those who depend on well water, forests recharge aquifers by holding water, filtering it,
and allowing it to slowly infiltrate down, instead of running off quickly or causing other problems, such as
downstream flooding. The longer a well can remain in service, the lower the cost, since it will not need to be
relocated or re-drilled to reach a deeper water table.
At certain levels of urban development and related imperviousness, aquatic life (macroinvertebrates, fish,
salamanders and other aquatic-dependent species) begin to decline. The rate of decline is affected by land cover,
lot sizes, land use types, and the locations of imperviousness within the watershed. Excessive urban runoff causes
pollutants such as oil, metals, lawn chemicals, and pet waste to reach surface waters. Many of these materials
promote the growth of nutrients such as phosphorous and nitrogen within the waterway. This results in
decreased levels of oxygen. The presence of these nutrients can affect the taste and smell of drinking water
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(2012 Rivanna River Snapshot). High stormwater flows result in channel and bank scouring. This process releases
sediments that smother aquatic life and reduce stream depth. As channel capacity is lost, there is yet more bank
scouring and flooding. In addition to environmental impacts, sedimentation can also negatively affect the
regional economy by causing the decline of native aquatic species that support fishing. The North Carolina
Division of Water Quality (NC DWQ) and the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VA DEQ) have
identified 706.5 stream miles and 5,727 lake acres of the Dan River Basin as impaired. The high presence of
impaired waters in non-urbanized areas reflects the long history of water quality impairment in the Dan River
Basin as well as the non-point source pollution resulting from agriculture and the timber industry (Piedmont Triad
Regional Council).
Tobacco has long been the primary source of income for communities in the Dan River Basin. Much of the
tobacco farming in the region has historically been performed by sharecroppers. These sharecroppers were
chronically indebted to the wealthy landowners who provided them with land on which to grow their crops. Their
precarious economic situation led sharecroppers to resort to techniques such as extensive clearcutting.
Sharecroppers were also forced to relocate or fill surrounding streams to maximize productive land (Piedmont
Triad Regional Council).
In addition to the lingering effects of these environmentally-destructive practices, the Dan River Basin suffers
from its location in two separate states. Virginia and North Carolina each have different standards and strategies
for water quality monitoring (Piedmont Triad Regional Council). An additional obstacle to water quality has been
the 30,000 tons of liquefied coal ash that were spilled into the Dan River as a result of a pipe burst at Duke Energy
Corporation’s Eden, N.C. facility in 2014. The spill caused 70 miles of the Dan River to become coated in a layer of
coal sludge (CBS News). Although a $6 million fine was imposed upon the company, the effects of the spill remain
in localities along the river (United States Environmental Protection Agency). However, fines resulting from the
spill provide opportunities to improve and restore the river.
Both natural and constructed green infrastructure can be used to ameliorate many of the problems facing the
Dan River Basin. Stormwater Best Management Practices (BMPs)—constructed green infrastructure – include
green roofs, permeable pavement, bioretention, and rain cisterns. These devices are designed to filter and retain
stormwater in order to reduce pollution, erosion, and sedimentation. Developers can be encouraged to use these
Best Management Practices through incentives as well as proffers that require developers to pay a fee according
to the extent to which they will rely on the municipality to provide stormwater management for the site. The
county and town can also grant approval for the development based on the agreement that the developer will
implement a range of BMPs on the site (Rivanna River Basin
Commission). While preserving already-existing trees is the
best way to prevent erosion, sedimentation, and pollution from
stormwater, these forms of constructed green infrastructure
can also play a valuable role in stormwater management.
A key determinant of stream health is how well-buffered the
stream is with natural vegetation. A woody vegetated buffer of
100 feet wide can remove more than 90 percent of the
nitrogen, phosphorus, and sediment from overland runoff.
Stream buffers also prevent erosion and provide a habitat for
native species of animals (Dan River Basin Commission).
However, if stormwater pipes bypass the buffer underneath and
12

Graphic by Julie Murphy

discharge to the stream directly, the buffer will not be able to reduce pollution or runoff from stormwater.
Additionally, even where there are forested buffers along streams, roads or underground utilities may make it
difficult to add more trees. In those cases, additional strategies to intercept and clean stormwater flows are
needed.

Graphic by Julie Murphy

As noted, a key determinant of the health of a stream is how forested its watershed is, not just along the stream,
but throughout the drainage basin. The map of tree canopy by watershed shows which watersheds are welltreed and which could benefit from more tree planting. In urban areas, vacant and underutilized parcels often
provide opportunities for revegetation and infiltration.
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Culture and Economy
The Town of South Boston has a rich culture
stemming from its role in the Revolutionary War.
The town was the site of the famous “Crossing of
the Dan,” during which American General
Nathanael Greene led his army across the Dan River
at Boyd’s Ferry (present-day South Boston). This
decision allowed Greene’s forces to outmaneuver
General Cornwallis’s army, forcing him to relinquish
pursuit. This also gave General Greene time to
reorganize, preventing General Cornwallis from
achieving any additional victories for the remainder
of the war.
South Boston was originally established in 1796
when Virginia’s General Assembly authorized a
Crossing of the Dan – wax figure display at the Prizery museum.
lottery to determine the sale of land within the
boundaries of the newly-established town. While the
original town was located along the southern banks of the
Dan River, frequent flooding of the site soon led residents
to relocate to the river’s northern side. Today, the town
boasts many beautiful homes and historic districts.
Examples of those homes are shown at right.
South Boston was located in an area that was strongly
tied to tobacco production. Throughout Southside
Virginia, wealthy plantation owners had built large
plantation houses that were surrounded by tobacco fields
tended by the hands of enslaved laborers. Berry Hill,
located on the west side of South Boston, is an example
of one of these plantation houses (Virginia Foundation for
the Humanities). Built for wealthy entrepreneur James
Coles Bruce in 1842, Berry Hill currently supports the
economy of South Boston by serving as The Berry Hill
Resort and Conference Center.
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By the late nineteenth century, South Boston had developed into a
thriving center of tobacco and textile manufacturing. Accessibility to
markets via the Richmond and Danville Railroad added to South
Boston’s prosperity (Comprehensive Plan 2030). The Tobacco prizery,
a warehouse in which tobacco was pressed into hogshead barrels
before being shipped to its destination, represents the economic
growth in South Boston during the late nineteenth century that
resulted from the increased connectivity brought by the railroad. The
tobacco prizery has recently been renovated into a major cultural
center. The building includes a welcome center, an art gallery, a
museum exhibit on General Nathanael Greene’s Crossing of the Dan, a
performing arts theater, a restored tobacco press, and classroom space.

Performing arts center at the Prizery

The economic vitality of South Boston during the Gilded Age is also reflected in the historic residential
neighborhoods that were developed in the downtown area. Many of these neighborhoods have been designated
as historic districts (Comprehensive Plan 2030).
South Boston also includes many historically-significant
churches that date from this time period. Mizpah
Presbyterian Church, built in 1890, is among these
structures. Church members decided to play an active role
in promoting African-American education. In 1901, the
Mizpah Presbyterian Church raised money to build a school
for African-Americans on the site. The Mizpah School
provided African-Americans in South Boston with an
opportunity to receive an education from grades one
through seven.
Today, South Boston’s landscape adds to and supports the
appreciation and setting for those cultural features. The
springs, parks, historic neighborhoods and iconic places,
Mizpah Church founded in 1890 created a school for black
children in 1901 for grades 1-7, fulfilling a crucial need.
such as Berry Hill Plantation and the Prizery, all depend
upon a healthy environment supported by mature trees,
scenic vistas, clear-flowing streams, and pathways that allow one to retreat for a moment away from the hectic
pace of modern life.
South Boston’s rich history and culture drive not only tourism, but also heritage tourism. Heritage tourists spend
on average about 2.5 times more money than all other tourists. The key is not only to attract them to South
Boston, but to give them multiple activities and options to extend their stays. However, heritage tourists are also
more sensitive to their landscapes and less likely to want to travel through unattractive areas. With heritage
tourists, impressions count. Efforts to improve entryways will attract them to enter and to stay longer.
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In addition to its historic resources, South Boston
was home to the late artist Bob Cage. Bob Cage was
a legendary sculptor who used scrap metal to build
large outdoor sculptures. His artwork can still be
enjoyed by the public at the “Sculpture Farm,”
located minutes from Downtown South Boston.
These sculptures represent an eclectic mix of
abstract artwork, built with materials such as wood,
scrap metal, and copper.
Among the art that one can see at Cage’s farm are
sculptures of a horse and buggy, a planet, warriors,
and birds (Robertson 1997). Cage’s artwork can also
be seen around South Boston in locations such as the
Patrick Henry Boy’s Home, the Main Street
Methodist Church, and the Southern Virginia Higher
Education Center Building.

Bob Cage’s amazing sculptures can be seen at his farm and in town.

In towns, vacant parcels can be seen as both a
problem and an opportunity. They are a problem
when they create so much vacancy that visitation to
business districts is reduced and loitering or trash
dumping ensue. They can be an opportunity when
they are in strategic locations such that they can be
used to expand a park area, replanted to buffer a
stream, or provide land for a community garden. In
some areas of the town there are enough vacant
parcels that a new park might be created, while in
others, vacant parcels could be acquired and used to
install stormwater management structures such as
bioswales -- planted areas to filter runoff from paved
areas.

This area by the river floods often and could be replanted with
trees to uptake stormwater, since it is not safe to develop.
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Recreation and Public Health
Today South Boston supports six parks and offers a wide diversity of uses
including fishing, kayaking, and biking. Residents and visitors can also
enjoy a stroll along the Tobacco Heritage Trail or visit the manicured
grounds of Berry Hill Plantation. The green infrastructure of South
Boston supports these activities both by buffering them from urban
settings as well as by providing some of the truly special nature
experiences that abound both within and just outside of the town.
It is important to ensure that residents have access to trails where they
live. As populations age in place, people look for walks they can take
within their neighborhoods. Not everyone in the town has equal access
to parks. In South Boston, an important goal is to provide these
connections through links between sites such as Berry Hill and the
downtown area. South Boston can also acquire parcels subject to
frequent flooding and convert these into spaces that support passive
recreation. Additionally, young families who need access to close by
parks that don’t require a car trip also appreciate an extensive network of neighborhood trails.
Recent studies highlight the importance of green infrastructure to creating a healthy environment for surrounding
residents. A study led by Stanford University found that brain activity in the subgenual prefrontal cortex, a region
of the brain that reacts to negative emotions, was higher for people who walked in a natural environment than
for people who walked in a highly-urbanized environment (Jordan). Regular walking has also been shown to
reduce the risk of obesity, breast cancer, and joint pain, while increasing immunity (Harvard Health Publications).
Hospital patients have also been found to have shorter stays when their room provides a view of nature.
Exposure to nature can also address “nature deficit disorder” help make children
more alert when they arrive at school. It can also reduce absenteeism in the
workplace (Terrapin Bright Green). Nature also has economic benefits. In 2006,
national retail sales associated with wildlife viewing reached nearly $45 billion
(riverlink.org). Much of this money is directed into the local economies of
regions that support these activities. In South Boston, amenities such as the
Tobacco Heritage Trail provide residents with an opportunity to stay fit while also
generating economic revenue for the town when visitors come to use it.
In addition to having parks for recreation, the amount of well-shaded and protected bike lanes and sidewalks
affect whether or not children walk to school. Children who walk to school arrive more awake and ready to learn.
Just 20 minutes of exposure to green spaces dramatically improves cognitive functioning.
Another factor to consider is the fact that accessibility promotes stewardship. When people can access resources
such as parks and trails that connect them to natural resources such as forests and rivers, they will feel a deeper
connection to these natural resources as well as a greater sense of civic pride. This means that they will be more
likely to consider the ways in which their habitats such as not littering or planting trees can affect the well-being
of the surrounding trees and waterways.
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Strategies
Committee members developed the following strategies to
realize their vision for protecting, restoring and expanding
the assets of Town of South Boston. There are three
categories of goals followed by objectives and actions to
achieve them. Some of the strategies require funding to
carry out, while others require a change in practice or policy
or cross agency coordination. Over time, more strategies
will be added and some may be altered as circumstances
change. This should be treated as a living document and
should be updated as needed to reflect new ideas, priorities,
or opportunities. It can be used as the basis for grant
proposals or to justify expenditures by the town. It is an
ambitious and significant agenda to help create a town
which is clean, green, healthful and thriving. This plan
reflects a new way of doing business and builds upon
other recent town plans and policies such as the South
Boston Comprehensive Plan 2030.
Following are the goals and associated strategies to
achieve them. Below is a list of goals, objectives and
tasks. Some of the tree planting and care goals require a
town arborist to be on staff to implement and carry them
out over time.

Bob Cage’s sculptures remind us to dream big!

South Boston’s Recent Achievements:
 Opened a 2.68-mile-long section of the
Tobacco Heritage Trail
 Adopted a concept plan for the Cotton
Mill Park in 2005 (Comprehensive Plan
page 79)
 Acquired land for a new boat ramp by the
Tucker C. Watkins Bridge
 Restoration of the Prizery

Goals for Town of South Boston
Vision: South Boston is a clean, green, vibrant, historic small town nestled along the Dan River in Southside
Virginia. The town is committed to maintaining a clean and beautiful community that provides a healthful
environment for all citizens. The town will achieve this by sustaining and enhancing a green environment that
provides clean water, clean air and opportunities for fitness. The town will also ensure that its heritage is
protected and promoted as it grows and changes.
Goal A Urban Forest and Environment: Maintain the town’s tree canopy of 56.7 percent citywide by planting
replacement trees today and avoiding excessive tree clearing.
Obj.A1: Plant trees along entry corridors, in older neighborhoods and along key walking paths and routes to
historic features.
Task 1: Identify key historic walking and biking routes for tree planting.
Task 2: Plant trees in flood prone areas to soak up excess stormwater such as areas near the Dan subject
to flooding. Write grants to obtain funds and seek donations for trees.
Obj. A2: Plant trees along streams to reduce flooding and filter urban runoff for cleaner water.
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Task 1: Use the tree canopy map and stream map to identify areas where trees are lacking and need to be
planted, as well as identifying willing landowners.
Task 2: Apply for grants from the Virginia Department of Forestry and other funders for buffer plantings.
Obj. 3: Create understanding and stewardship for city waterways and the Dan River.
Task 1: Research names of city un-named streams and add names to county GIS layer.
Task 2: For unknown names, hold a naming contest with local schools and communities to name the
creeks.
Task 3: Paint stencils or add medallions to storm drains saying “Drains to the Dan, Only Rain Down the
Drain Please!”
Task 4: Acquire parcels subject to excessive flooding and repetitive loss and use them for passive
recreation and natural areas to absorb floodwaters and reduce risks.
Goal B Recreation: Promote access to trails, parks and open spaces to increase fitness and enjoyment of nature.
Obj: B1: Complete the boat ramp and access project downtown by the Tucker C. Watkins Bridge.
Task 1: City to purchase parcel near bridge.
Task 2: Raise funds to redo the parking area, boat trail and ramp facilities and install.
Task 3: Create signage and promotional materials, add to state’s list of boat ramps.
Obj. B2: Create a loop trail along the Dan River.
Task 1: Create signage and a rough trail which meets Appalachian Trail standards.
Task 2: Monitor trail use and consider upgrading trail design with improved surfaces and interpretative
signage about local nature, culture etc.
Obj. B3: Create trail network linking Berry Hill trails to the downtown and promote walking, biking, riding trails for
visitors.
Task 1: Study and map routes.
Task 2: Obtain interest and permission from Berry Hill and create promotional materials.
Task 3: Build/improve trail routes and signage.
Obj. B4: Encourage community gardens to promote healthy local food and re-use of clean vacant lots to beautify
areas.
Task 1: Map possible garden locations and choose 1-3 test pilots.
Task 2: Create rules and responsibilities for garden programs and leaderships
Task 3: Consider providing some amenities at garden sites such as water supply, tool sheds, fencing.
Consider grant funding for this.
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Goal C Heritage and Culture: Expand access to and interpretation of South Boston’s heritage to attract more
tourists and provide awareness for all citizens.
Obj. C1: Create a wayfinding signage program to help visitors navigate sites downtown (e.g. 5 min. walk to the
prizery this way, 10 minute walk to the Tobacco Trail this way).
Task 1: Research features and routes to promote. Try inexpensive signs first.
Task 2: Invite visitors to the town to test routes and adjust as needed.
Task 3: Consider permanent signage and fund installations.
Obj. C2: Create a historic walking tour(s) similar to the fire plug tour.
Task 1: Research which properties to include.
Task 2: Write paragraphs for each site, mark the route, design a brochure and create a web map.
Task 3: Link the route to tree planting goals under
Obj. C3: Promote civic pride and positive impressions of the town by beautifying entries.
Task 1: Create an adopt an entry program for local businesses to sponsor and maintain entry plantings
(similar to what Lynchburg has done)
Task 2: Adopt medians and other small open spaces for community plantings to add flowers, shrubs and
trees.
Task 3: Have a contest for most beautiful public garden and provide an award from council.
Obj. C4: Promote work of local artist Bob Cage to increase interest and access to his art.
Task 1: Improve signage to the farm site.
Task 2: Obtain loaner sculptures and place along pathways (out of flood zones) to create an adventure art
walk and draw more interest in trails and fitness.
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Using the Data for Daily Planning
South Boston now has all of the data created for
this project to use for daily and long range planning.
For example, South Boston can use the data to
inform zoning decisions as well as updates to the
comprehensive plan. When meeting with
prospective land developers, South Boston can
show where future trail routes, greenspace, or bird
pathways need to be kept undeveloped. The
town’s staff can use the maps to prioritize where
more infiltration is needed or to form the basis for
grant proposals and funding applications. Citizens
can use the maps to target tree planting or
backyard habitats in their neighborhoods or to
suggest where more trees may be needed to
shelter a key community walkway or safe route to
school.
By protecting natural habitats, reconnecting them
and adding more areas over time, South Boston can
create a healthier environment for both nature and
people. The goals following this section show how
the network of green spaces can be connected,
restored, or expanded.
By protecting natural habitats, reconnecting them and adding more areas over time, the town can create a
healthier environment for both nature and people. The goals show how the network of green spaces can be
connected, restored or expanded. Implement this plan over many years. However, it should also be used for daily
decision making.
Everyone should remember that the best application for natural asset maps in this plan is daily use. For example:
 Integrate the maps into town decisions about the comprehensive plan or future land use.
 Engage the historic society and neighborhood associations to use the cultural maps to protect scenic vistas
and maintain the historic character of town.
 Determine where new pocket parks or trail connections could be made.
 Find opportunities to connect and restore the tree canopy and other natural land cover.
 Engage universities and schools in landscape studies and restoration projects to facilitate hands-on learning
about resource protection.
 Use the maps as benchmarks to evaluate progress in long-term land conservation and stewardship.
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